Abstract

A plethora of wave phenomena occurs in the Earth's atmosphere encompassing a multitude of spatial and temporal scales. Among their several manifestations in the upper layers of the atmosphere, a well-marked dynamical feature is the internal bore. A spectacular wave feature in the heights between 85 and 100 km involving an altitude dependent bright or dark wavefront followed by phase-locked crests and troughs was first reported by Mike Taylor and his coworkers in 1995 through all-sky airglow imaging observations that was later interpreted as a mesospheric bore. Since then, a number of ground and space-based investigations of this intriguing wave dynamical feature have been reported. We have analogs for the mesospheric bores in other atmospheric regions like the morning glory and tropospheric bores and also in channel bores that have been explained by the hydraulic jump theory. The mesospheric bores are occasionally observed in airglow emissions as a steep front followed by undulations or a turbulent regime behind. These bores have their origin in stable atmospheric layers characterized by temperature inversion (thermal duct) or favourable wind systems (Doppler duct). Atmospheric gravity waves propagating through those ducts can undergo amplitude steepening, resulting in bores with phase-locked crests and troughs behind (undular bore). The damping of waves behind the fronts can lead to turbulence (turbulent bore) on certain occasions. Bore-like fronts are also seen in noctilucent clouds at high altitudes. This talk will introduce this exciting subject of internal bores in the mesosphere and present some of the fascinating observational results obtained from different platforms in the recent past. The challenges in understanding the mechanisms underlying this phenomenon essentially lie in the sparsity of observational knowledge about the environmental or the background atmospheric parameters. This talk will highlight those challenges as well.
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